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About This Game

In Summer Heights Correctional Facility, the government are using the prison to experiment on the inmates. As the prison
population has been pushed to the brink the government have been pitting inmates against each other as apart of a psychological

observation know as The Prison Experiment. With a ticket home and a pardon from the warden on the line, walking free has
never cost so much!

The Prison experiment is a third person Battle Royale experience with a twist. You will be faced with a totally unique gaming
experience designed to separate the strong from the weak.

This game is not just offering a fifty man free for all mode, we also offer different game modes for a truly immersive playing
experience. We want players to get the full Battle Royal experience and more!

Features -

CLASSIC BATTLE ROYALE - This is what players have come to expect from a Battle royale game. Fifty players enter the
game but only one can claim the victory. Be sure to keep moving though as cell blocks will begin to close off and you will left

trapped with no way out.

KING OF THE CELL BLOCK - This is our take on a classic game mode. Fifty players are spawned randomly in five sectors
of the map. Each five sections will have their own last man standing fight and the winners of each section are pushed into the
sixth and final location of the map. The last five players standing will fight again, and the winner will take home the victory.
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Stats - Player state are hosts on our dedicated servers
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Title: The Prison Experiment: Battle Royale
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Aerolab Studios LTD
Publisher:
Aerolab Studios LTD
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i5 7400

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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Beautiful experience
Cried in the headset. 10\/10. The single player mode is ruined as the autosave feature (or any save feature) has been broken for
years in the PC port. Last patch 2 years ago... don't expect it fixed.
There is also much to be said about how the AI handles the fog of war, as enemy archers are very consistent in hitting you
without previously doing missing shots or spotting you.
Maps are very very repetitive.
I expected a casual fantasy tactic or dungeon crawling game, but there are free flash games with similar quality or better, to be
honest. Shame on that missing patch because it could have been a little fun game.
The only thing that stands is multiplayer, that can be fun.
So if you buy this, do it with some friends (and wait for sale), the single player game isn't worth the about 1 euro sale price.
Edit: Let me say it clear, you are going to play the campaigns or the dungeon campaign, after playing an hour you will try to save
your progress so you can go outside to have a life. No, you can't. There is an autosave feature that doesn't work. Thus, no
campaign (which are long enough to need that autosave).. The only real issue I have, is that if you click the help button and then
the back button, the music will restart in addition to it continuing to play, causing you to hear it multiple times out of sync...

Even though i say this, it is fun, and a simple tower defense game.. fun game to play with friends if you only have a short
amount of time to play
+ fun announcer and bonuses

- expensive for what you get
- gets repetitive quickly
- the sequel was free and had way more content, this game was abandoned and not fully fleshed out

If you like basic, 3rd person shooter MOBAs, you will probably enjoy this--but it gets old fast; but good for brief matches.
It's a good game but it doesn't last.. Very clunky. You have to use the arrow keys to move around the map.
Intros are just text with a picture. Very unfinished.
Has potential, but at this stage, is slow, tedious, and boring.
I might be spoiled from Sol Survivor, AOE2 TD's, even Prime World: Defenders.
If this game was made by 3 brothers then Bravo! Well done. (you can tell English is not their first language. which is ok, but you
can tell)
However, it shouldn't be on Steam. It's not in the same league of games for todays standards.
With a lot more work this 'could' be a very good game. At the current state it is amateurish and it shows.
I only payed $3.74, but for today's standard thats about $2.74 more than it's worth.
I hope they keep developing this game, it has potential. If they were for fill in cut scenes, fix the clunky interface, add voice
acting and some animations it might be worth $5.
At the current state, it just got boring real quick. And I really would rather give it a much better review because of the potential..
Seen my friend playing it, within minutes after him explaining what the game was I bought it. I enjoyed every second I played
of it. Really recommend playing it. Good work devs!. Updated: OneAngryGamer has quoted my review :D
http:\/\/blogjob.com\/oneangrygamer\/2015\/10\/mugen-souls-steam-censorship-gets-lambasted-by-user-reviews\/

""Keep in mind this is the Western Localization Released also known as the Censored Version. As much as Ghostlight wanted to
bring the Uncensored version, Steam denied it.
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So is this game worth your money? Yes because its at 40% launch and you will receive free DLC and its a LOT of DLC. You
can choose to Activate or Deactivate them though its best to deactivate them as the items are kinda groundbreaking. So you get
the Based Game and the DLC.""

Updated for DLC Info:
Locked DLC in the DLC Menu are:
Super Weapon Bundle 1: 5Items
Points Bundle 1: 4Items
Super Weapon Bundle 2: 5Items
Points Bundle 2: 4Items
Points Bundle 3: 5Items
Clothing Set Bundle 1: 8Items
Ultimate Unlock Bundle: 4Items
Clothing Set Bundle 2: 7Items

Free Bundle which is already in the based game when purchased: 31Items. Recommended! I wish I have more great little games
like this. I would definitely buy it again. And I guess I will finish Luxor Evolved once again in future. 8/10.

PROS:
- great graphics
- good sunds
- nice "retro" feeling
- easy to start and play
- had really good fun with this one

CONS:
- none
- ...well, it could be bit longer, I guess :). Great game that has a good amount of humor.
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Best gane ever.. A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). I'm glad I bought this game. I love the story. It has excellent background music. They hired voice
actors to speak the dialog. Did I mention I love the story? I really, REALLY love the story. And I really like and identify with all
three main characters.

On the down side, I finished the game in 2 hours. I got ending #1, which ended the way I wanted it to, where he gets a girlfriend
and a best friend. And since there are no steam awards I have no idea if there are alternate endings. I'm not going to bother
finding out. (Note: Another review says there are alternate endings.) The voice acting was merely adequate rather than good but
they are way, WAY better than not having voice actors so I still consider the voice acting a BIG plus.

The big down side is price. I have purchased a number of other multiple choice visual novels for about 1\/3 the cost that I
enjoyed just as much and that gave me a lot more than 2 hours of game play. If there is only one ending then this is a very
pricey game in terms of dollars per hour of game play. Despite this one big flaw I am still recommending it. The game IS that
good.

Note: Another review said the developers are planning to release a significant update to the story. I'm looking forward to playing
it.. This game is sooo good. I've always been a huge fan of the Chicken Little franchise and I'm really excited that I own this
game :). TLDR: The complexity really opens up as you learn the various mechanics making it a fun and challenging strategy
game.

When I first started playing Epic Manager I thought it a bit simplistic, but as I played I started to realize that there was a lot of
skill and knowledge required to be a particularly effective manager. Party compositions matter as much as knowing the
individual heroes' strengths and weaknesses. You start to learn that certain enemies have specific weaknesses, making that
particular element really useful for that fight. I'm half way through the game because it has a set amount of weeks you have in
order to rise to the top. The really wonderful thing is that I'm already starting to realize how I could have better chosen my
heroes to be more prepared for higher level fights. The fights are fun and challenging, and there is enough other content so that
you can make a serious difference with your management.

I really recommend it for anyone looking for a slightly more relaxing (than Darkest Dungeon or XCOM) strategy game that isn't
overly simplisitic.. My favorite game since my childhood. I spent too many hours in multiplayer and story mode and now I like
to relive these years. It is an awesome game but for me with a few bugs. Thanks to the community, however, the bugs were
resolved in a matter of minutes. It is one of the best games for old games but I recommend it only for a discounted price..
Different type of shooter game which is exciting, the game has just been released and would like to see more players online to
"clash" against.

The overall skill selection is interesting with lots of combos for different play styles.
This game has lots of potential and cant wait to see what the developer can do with it.

If you are currently playing clash please tell all your friends about this game and lets get the community involved and running to
its full potential.
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